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labour of love

>> MARCEL + WOMEN’S FOOTBALL
Marcel Wenneker, senior research at PPO Fruit in Randwijk

‘This isn’t occupational therapy’
Wednesday evening at the Bongerd sports
centre. ‘Don’t run in front of the ball!’ Marcel
Wenneker is training the women of GVC.
Something he has done for ﬁfteen years. Just
for kicks, as it were. ‘This is the moment in
the week when I totally relax.’ But they are
not just messing about. ‘I do want them to
learn something.’ ‘Play her in, play the
one-two, and now for that long ball. Yes,
RK / Foto: Guy Ackermans
that’s the way.’
RESOURCE — 29 September 2011
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I will spit it out at once: the most talked-about press release in the past week
came from our news room. Last year the communications department used a
Resource article about milk and heart disease as a press release. Something
which happens quite regularly.
Animal rights organization Wakker Dier has now called this university an advertising agency, and one of the authors, Harvard professor Walter Willet, has distanced himself from the press release. Time for some soul-searching. Did we do the
right thing?
The milk study was suspicious: it was funded by the dairy industry and its ﬁndings were good news for that industry. That is why we explicitly mentioned the
ﬁnancer at the time. The research itself is sound and was published in a peerreviewed journal, The American Journal of Clinical Nutrition.
But there are also studies that conclude that milk is not good for everyone, and
Harvard professor Willet misses that fact in the press release. He has a point.
Certainly in the food industry, there are countless contradictory results. So singling out just one study gives a limited picture. Food for thought.
Gaby van Caulil

Herenstraat 14 throws legendary parties and has 1,043 Facebook friends.
‘We had to turn people away.’ P.24
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The landscape conference Groene
Golﬂengte [green wavelength] was
an initiative by ESG director Kees
Slingerland. It was held two weeks
ago in and around the Radio Kootwijk building. A week of workshops and debates focused on nature policy in the Netherlands. Alterra was responsible for the content of the event while the logistical organization was in the hands
of Green Alert. This is the name of
a collaborative venture involving
three communication and organization specialists. One of the three
is Janneke Slingerland, the ESG director’s wife.
Slingerland conﬁrms that he asked Green Alert to take on the or-

ganization.
‘But at their
own expense
and risk, and
on the speciﬁc
condition that
my wife would
not be actively
.HHV6OLQJHUODQG
involved. She
wasn’t either,
except for helping out with some
odd jobs.’ Slingerland also emphasizes that he approached Green
Alert as chairman of the Apeldoorn
Triennial foundation. According to
Slingerland, it is not yet clear
whether or how much Green Alert
has earned from the assignment.
That depends on a grant application to Apeldoorn municipality for
15,000 euros.
35$*0$7,60
Slingerland sees the Groene Golflengte event partly as a follow-up
to the Apeldoorn Triennial, a major garden and landscape festival
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in 2008. When another Triennial
turned out not to be feasible, Slingerland set up Groene Golﬂengte
with Alterra. The ESG director says
the choice for Green Alert was
based on pragmatism.
An article in De Stentor (headline: Green Wave starts in Oosterhuizen) presents Slingerland’s
wife as one of the three organizers.
But Green Alert’s Hanneke Stegeman says there’s no question of a
conﬂict of interest. ‘It was all at
short notice and the budget was limited. Janneke was a useful extra
pair of hands. But she didn’t receive any pay.’
Director Slingerland doesn’t
think he did anything wrong. ‘You
could question whether we should
have invited offers from more companies. But it had to be done
quickly and this was the best option for us. Green Alert has good
contacts in the Apeldoorn region.
In my opinion, this was above
board.’ RK

ð (PSOR\HHVé&RXQFLOZDQWV
FODULŊFDWLRQRQèLUULWDWLQJDQG
 EXUHDXFUDWLFéV\VWHPIRU
GHFODULQJWUDYHOH[SHQVHV

The central participational council
plans to raise the problems with
the new system for declaring travel
expenses, MobileXpense, with the
executive board. It will do this at
the request of the employees’
council of the ESG, where countless problems have been encountered in using the new system. Some
of these were mentioned in the last
Resource. It was said that the system did not work well and created
a lot of extra work.
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Until recently, staff who go abroad
on business trips were given a ﬁxed
daily allowance for the duration of
their stay. Now they have to produce receipts for all the actual expenses incurred. Staff complain that
this is long-winded. To make matters worse, the digital declarations
system does not work well, so recording their expenses is very timeconsuming. According to the employees’ council at the ESG, the
new system is ‘ highly undesirable,
inefﬁcient, irritating and bureaucratic’.
But, says the employees’ council, the ESG management says it
cannot do anything about it because the decision to introduce the
system came from above. That is
why the central participational body has taken up the cudgels. The
question will also be raised how
much room for manoeuvre there is
for Wageningen UR to adapt the
system. The Human Resources department says that submitting receipts is a ﬁscal requirement
which the institution ought to
meet, no matter what it takes. $6
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Wageningen UR will launch a new
recruitment campaign targeting
high school students next week.
The previous campaign, an online
personality test which told students which Bachelor’s programme would suit them, has been run-

ning for a year. Young people were
placed in categories with imaginative names such as Nano Mysterioso or Investigo Curiosis.
According to recruitment ofﬁcer Edwin Kelhout, the site www.
watvoorsoortbenjij.nl has been a
success: 150,000 degree courseseekers started the personality test
and half of them completed it. ‘We
have never had such high visitor
numbers. But not enough of them
clicked on to the sites of the university and VHL.’

The online test also came in for some criticism from high school students. ‘They thought it was too abstract and too advert-like’, says Kelhout. ‘The choice of degree course
is important, so the options
shouldn’t be dressed up as too exciting or wonderful. We have now
decided to stick closer to the way
young people feel about it.’
The new campaign works with
internet banners and TV commercials on channels such as MTV,
Animal Planet and Discovery

Channel. It will also make use of
‘preloaders’, 15-second ﬁlms
shown while television programmes are being uploaded on sites
such as uitzendinggemist.nl.
The aim of the campaign is to
pull in doubtful degree course-seekers. ‘High school students go and
look in student cities such as Amsterdam and Utrecht, but they are
not convinced about the programmes. That is our chance to ask,
‘Have you ever considered Wageningen?’ /YG1
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Alterra has started a new service speciﬁcally for minor questions: the
Green Helpdesk. You send an e-mail
and, after some paperwork and receipt of a modest fee, a researcher
will get to work. ‘We want to make
our knowledge more accessible to society’, says the initiator. However the
new service is also supposed to generate money to compensate for the government cuts. The site went online
quietly mid-July and now there are
cautious moves to advertise its existence. The publicity is currently focusing on Alterra-related issues facing
local authorities. Of the other Wageningen institutes, PPO (Applied Plant
Research) has joined in the pilot. The
idea is that eventually all of Wageningen UR will be covered by the helpdesk. Website: www.degroenehelp6Y*
desk.wur.nl.

The employees’ councils of DLO,
the University and VHL have joined
forces to form a joint body: the
WUR Council. Oﬃcially, the separate councils for the institutes, the
University and University of Applied Science, with acronyms like
COR, GV, SR, and GMR, will still
exist. This is because Wageningen
UR is not formally an employer. In
principle, this pooling of resources
means all issues will be discussed
in the WUR Council. Only those
members will be allowed to vote
who have a legal right of consent
or to be consulted on that subject.
$6
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&DPSVLWHFORVHWRJRDKHDG
The Marijkeweg student campsite
is very likely to get the go-ahead.
Wageningen’s mayor and councillors will come to a decision in their
meeting on Tuesday 4 October. ‘We
have to submit a proper budget
and to have made all the licensing
applications by then’, says initiator Tom Rijntjes. The campsite management will be in the hands of a
foundation. There is room for 48
tents or caravans at the municipality’s Marijkeweg site. One pitch
will cost 160 euros a month, which
is in line with the prices charged
by De Wielerbaan campsite in WaRK
geningen-Hoog.

6&+$0,1(ǉǉ
$PELWLRQ
A few months ago I wrote about Bleker in connection with
his standpoint on the Ecological Main Structure. Henk Bleker: Secretary of State for Economy, Agriculture, International Trade, Nature and another couple of topics. He had
called himself a realistic idealist in an article in the daily paper Trouw, and I pinned my hopes on his idealism. Last
week he launched a ten-point plan related to Nature 2000.
Bleker writes (point one) that a different level of ambition is
now in order for Nature 2000, so that efforts in the next few
years will mainly be focused on the conservation of threatened nature and less on improvements or expansion. And this
even though the European Union requires every member
state to make efforts to restore target species and habitats to
a healthy condition. Many of these sorts of habitats in the
Netherlands are in a sorry state and alarm bells are ringing.
The catch is that the European Union doesn’t give any indication of deadlines for achieving the target situation. Some
time in the future, and certainly after my time in ofﬁce, I can
hear Bleker thinking.
The word nature wasn’t mentioned in the queen’s speech on
budget day. A sad fact, if you ask me, and a failure to do justice to all ‘that grows and blossoms and never fails to delight
us’, as biologist Fop Brouwer put it. Our government sees
nature above all as a problem and an obstacle to further economic development. I would advise Bleker to explore the
Wieden or another waterland area in a rowing boat, go cycling
in the wooded hills and chalk grasslands of South Limburg,
or take a long walk in the Drowned Land of Saeftinghe. Not
to restore nature, but to restore ambition. -RRS6FKDPLQ«H
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Change management expert Steven ten Have has been tasked with
ﬁnding out whether there is sufﬁcient support among staff for current policy at Van Hall Larenstein
(VHL). Two weeks ago the executive board announced that an investigation would be carried out by
an external expert. It turned out to
be the experienced Ten Have, a big
name in organizational change
management. He is professor of
change management at the VU
University Amsterdam and holds
positions on the board of directors
at CITO, AMN-AMBRO and the
football club Ajax.
Ten Have’s report will determine the future of VHL within Wageningen UR. ‘Hiving off the applied
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sciences university is one of the options’, wrote board chair Aalt Dijkhuizen in a letter on 13 September.
Ten Have’s consultancy bureau
will interview staff and students individually over a period of six
weeks. Then there will be group
discussions. And all this should
lead to a ﬁrm advice on the future
of VHL.

'28%7
Among VHL staff there are doubts
about the need for this investigation. The participational council has
said in an open letter that the large
sum spent on an investigation of
this kind, coming on top of the
equally large sum spent on the
‘strategic discussion’, would be
better spent on education.
Besides the investigation by Ten
Have, a move has also been made
towards a resumption of dialogue
between the VHL management
and the suspended programme director Hans Van Rooijen. The parties, who have been at loggerheads, will come together with the
support of a mediator. The aim of
mediation is to keep Van Rooijen
as programme director, says the
executive board. /YG1

An extensive background article on
the conﬂict at VHL can be found on
page 12.
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Next year the url www.wur.nl will be
exchanged for www.wageningenur.
nl. It will take months before
Google rates the organization as
highly as it does now, warns ICT
specialist Wouter Gerritsma, who
works at the library.
‘Currently we are graded 7 by
Google, which means we score relatively highly in searches. The new
url will have to start from scratch
and it will take months before we
are back at a seven. Google places
a lot of value on websites that mention you. We have 25,000 of those
external links, and we shall have to
write to them all. It will take
months before it has all been
changed. When wau.nl was changed into wur.nl, we had a dip in visitor numbers for months, too.’
($6,(572),1'
It is very important to be easy to
ﬁnd, says Gerritsma. ‘Internationally, when people choose a course
of studies, the website is the most
important factor, after the opinions of friends and family. Soon you
won’t ﬁnd us any more if you Google Wageningen and Biology. That
will cost us some international students.’
Yno Papen, project leader for
the new website, recognizes the
Google problem. ‘The websites will
be less easy to ﬁnd for a little
while, but that is temporary. We
will make a redirect table so that
old urls end up in the new url. The
idea is precisely that we as Wageningen should be easier to ﬁnd with
this new url and domain structure.’
According to Papen, the new url
is also needed because the current
one is not in tune with the name of
the organization. ´There is a trend
for urls to become more and more
communicative. The domain has to
be be the name of the place where
you end up: wageningenur.nl.’ *Y&
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‘UNIVERSITIES ARE ADVERTISING
AGENCIES FOR INDUSTRY’

:KR"Sjoerd van der Wouw, policy oﬃcer
for animal rights organization Wakker Dier
:KDW"Bringing Wageningen University
before the Advertising Code Commission
:KHUH"Coverage in almost all the Dutch media
:K\"A university press release headed
‘Milk protects against heart disease’

Bringing a university before the
advertising code commission. A PR
stunt?
‘That seriously underestimates
what the effect will be if we win the
case. This will affect the way universities communicate about one
quarter of their research. A newsworthy press release in the interests of the sponsor: soon that
won’t be possible.’
The headline in question has since
been adapted
‘It’s been acknowledged that mistakes were made, anyway. But it is
a wider problem. Advertising agen-

cies haven’t been allowed to make
claims like this for a long time. It
seems they are now using universities for this. Commission a nice
cheap research and then make big
claims in a press release. More and
more often, universities are advertising agencies for industry.’

You are very critical of Wageningen
‘Our cause is the fate of farm animals and that quickly brings you to
Wageningen. We are not against
the WUR; we have commissioned
research there ourselves. On the
importance of mud baths for
pigs.’ *Y&

7+(5,*+76$1':521*62)-25,6'5,(3,17(5
Last November, the science information department issued a press
release. It appeared in the Gelderlander newspaper and a number of
websites. Apart from that nothing
really happened. Eleven months later that same report is at the centre
of a major controversy. Five questions about why that is.
What does the controversial press
release say exactly?
It describes a study showing a
link between drinking one to three
glasses of milk a day and a reduction in cardiovascular diseases. Apparently the risk of disease is reduced by about 6 percent for every
glass drunk.
And that is based on...?
The original study by the Human Nutrition group is uncontroversial. It is a so-called meta-analysis in which researchers collect all
the relevant publications to get as
reliable an answer as possible. In
this case, researcher Sabita Soeda-

4827(
‘I am convinced there
is a link between good
nutrition and mental
health. We just have to
demonstrate it.’
Professor on Nutrition Renger
Witkamp in De Gelderlander
(28 september)

mah-Muthu searched 5000 papers
and found 17 relevant, sound experiments. Looking at these studies,
she found no signiﬁcant relationship between milk consumption
and strokes, early death or heart
attacks, but she did ﬁnd a link with
cardiovascular diseases in general.

the American nutritional researcher Walter Willett criticized the
press release in the Volkskrant
newspaper. This is ironic as Willett
is a co-author of the original paper
and has an honorary doctorate
from Wageningen UR. His criticism: the researchers found only a
‘weak and unimportant relationship’ between dairy products and
cardiovascular diseases. In the meantime there is a lot of evidence for
the damaging effects of milk, such

as a link with prostate cancer. Willett, who has long been critical of
dairy products, says this is ‘a misrepresentation’.
What has Resource to do with all
this?
The article about the original
study, including the headline, was
written by one of Resource’s editors. Sometimes the science information department will issue our
articles as a press release. RR

.,72

So why all the commotion?
The press release heading said
‘Joris Driepinter was right after
all’. This refers to an old cartoon ﬁgure used in the milk industry’s
ads. Joris used to advise the Dutch
to drink three pints of milk every
day. The Wakker Dier foundation
thought this headline was turning
the university into an advertising
agency, so they used it for a test
case before the Advertising Code
Commission (see the interview
with Sjoerd van de Wouw). A row
was born.
Is there also criticism of the press
release content?
Two weeks after Wakker Dier,
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First off the bat, Verhagen himself
is pumping 1.5 billion per year into
the top sectors. That might sound
like a substantial investment but
in fact it is a redistribution of existing resources. The institutes for
applied research – such as DLO,
TNO and ECN – must cough up
250 million in order to achieve the
target sum. The scientiﬁc organizations NWO and KNAW will bring
300 million to the table for fundamental research. A further 500 million will come from the reserves of
the former ministry of Economic
Affairs, to be spent speciﬁcally on
innovation for small and medium
enterprises. Fourthly, Verhagen
will take a further 300 million from
the Development Aid budget, with
the aim of strengthening top sec-

ILLUSTRATION: STUDIO LAKMOES

The scientiﬁc and business communities must collaborate more
closely on innovation, says minister Verhagen. This collaboration is
to be channelled through nine ‘top
sectors’. Verhagen disclosed details of his plan in the week of
Prinsjesdag. But how is Verhagen
going to fund his ﬂagship programme?

7KHŊQDQFLDOEDFNLQJIRU'XWFKLQQRYDWLRQ

tors which plan to support the economy of developing countries.
Throw in another few smaller

1$785$/*$65(9(18(
For years the Dutch government funded high-level research in certain
ﬁelds from its natural gas revenues, the FES fund for structural economic reinforcement. This fund is going to be dissolved; in future the gas
revenues will be used to reduce the national debt. This is worrying for
those Wageningen institutes that were funded by the FES, such as the
Top Institute Food and Nutrition (TIFN), Green Genetics and the water
institute Wetsus.
These institutes stand a good chance of surviving under the auspices
of a top sector. To give them time, Verhagen has made 40 million euro
available to TIFN for 2011-2014, as a sort of ﬁnancial basis. The Green
Genetics institute and the genomics institute CBSG will also receive a
one-oﬀ funding package next year to bridge the gap.
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funds and Verhagen has his 1.5 billion.
7$;%5($.6)25&203$1,(6
But the government will only
spend that 1.5 billion on condition
that the private sector contributes
at least 1.2 billion. As a result the
private sector has had a big say in
the contents of the ‘innovation
contracts’ for research. As an incentive, companies can get tax
breaks for research and development to the tune of 500 million
euros.
In the coming four months it
will become clear who will be
doing what in the top sectors.
The rule that the ministry only
pays if the private sector does too

will be key. This rule will also apply
to some of the DLO research. This
will make money ‘matching’ an
important activity. For example,
Verhagen has announced that the
cabinet is offering 5 to 10 million

*RYHUQPHQWZLOOSD\LI
SULYDWHVHFWRUGRHVWRR
euros for sustainability projects in
the livestock sector if the participating companies do the same.
The agrifood companies seem to
have got the message. Hitherto the
sector spent 75 million on innovation. Its contribution to the top
sector will be double that: 150 million. $OEHUW6LNNHPD
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It is the ultimate status symbol. It has to
run fast, look smart and, of course, be better than the neighbour’s. Which doesn’t
make it any easier to choose the perfect
DNA sequencer. With the help of the virtual equipment bank CAT-AgroFood, Wageningen UR is now purchasing two new machines that will be able to decode DNA
strands faster than ever.
&21&5(7(,1)250$7,21
The total DNA of a cell, otherwise known
as the genome, contains all the genetic in-

formation about a person, potato, cow or
bacterium. This information is encoded in
the sequence of the four bases which DNA
is made up of. Like a script with an alphabet
of only four letters. And that is how it appears on the computer after decoding: an
endless line of As, Ts, Cs and Gs which,
thanks to decades of research, we can translate into concrete information about genes,
proteins and functions. All this information
is valuable to researchers.
&+$57,1*%,2',9(56,7<
There are already plans to decode the DNA
of 100 tomato plants in Wageningen in the
near future. The apparatus will also be used
to chart biodiversity. ‘With this new
purchase’, says researcher Elio Schijlen, ‘we
are ahead of the ﬁeld in Europe, certainly in
the AgroFood sector.’ RR
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For the real speed addict the Illumina Hiseq

Nice toy, that Hiseq, but the real trendsetters

2000 is on the market for a mere 500,000 eu-

want more than just brute force. For them there is

ros. The technique under the bonnet of this

the PacBio RS, the first machine to be able to de-

monster dates back to 2005, but has not yet

code a single DNA molecule. So it does not requi-

been overtaken. To do the sequencing, broken

re any multiplication stage which could influence

DNA is stuck onto a chip and multiplied by one

the results. The machine does this trick using a

million times. Then fluorescent bases are added

chip full of holes on a nanometre scale, each with

in order to be recorded with the help of a laser

one enzyme. This enables it to sequence frag-

and an ultrasensitive camera. This enables the

ments of up to 6,000 base pairs and to decode

flashy machine to illuminate up to 50 billion ba-

simple genomes.

se pairs per day: 16 times the human genome.
This is a different ballgame to the snail’s pace at
which the previous generation of machines
achieved the same thing.

ðUp to 50 billion base pairs per day
ðFragments of between 50 and 100 base pairs
ð10 million bases for one euro
ðPrice tag: 500,000 euros

ð1 billion base pairs per day
ðFragments of between 2 and 6 thousand base
pairs
ð150,000 bases for one euro
ðPrice tag: 700,000 euros

9,6,21ǉǉ
è3URYLQFHVPRUHDPELWLRXVWKDQ%OHNHUé
6HFUHWDU\RI6WDWH+HQN%OHNHUDQGWKH1HWKHUODQGVéSURYLQFLDOFRXQFLOVKDYHUHDFKHGDQDJUHHPHQWRQWKHLPSOHPHQWDWLRQRIWKHQDWXUHSROLF\
è,WLVDFRPSOLFDWHGDJUHHPHQWLQZKLFKERWKSDUWLHVDUHEX\LQJWLPHéVD\V)URXNMH%RRQVWUDRI
$OWHUUD
‘Last year the cabinet decided to cut 600 million euros from provincial spending on the Ecological
Main Structure (EMS). The provinces had to suspend all spending on nature, decided secretary of
state Bleker. And that brought the implementation
of the nature policy to a standstill. Through the
agreement now reached, once the 600 million has
been deducted, the provinces can start spending on
nature management again until the end of 2014. So
Bleker has his way and the cuts go ahead.
The EMS will now shrink to an area 100,000 hectares smaller than originally planned; there will be
about 600,000 hectares left for nature. The provinces still need to buy up and landscape land in order
to create this smaller EMS. They want to fund the
purchase of these areas by selling or exchanging
land outside the EMS. Bleker is allowing that now.
What is more, the EMS only has to be ﬁnished in
2021, which is a gain for the provinces. What Bleker
really wants is to decentralise nature policy to the
provinces. They have more ambition, so nature is in
good hands with them. The question is, however,
whether they have the funding to pay for the EMS.
But complete decentralisation of nature policy is an
illusion, because the state is still responsible for implementing European regulations. So Bleker and
the provinces cannot get away from each other.
Tough luck for Bleker – he hasn’t got them off his
back yet. But he has managed to limit his responsibilities in the agreement. For example, the state is
no longer responsible for the national parks, national landscapes and wildlife corridors. No agreements have been made over what the provinces will
do for these areas. So they could end up falling
between two stools.’ $OEHUW6LNNHPD

3 52326,7,21
‘Essentially all models are wrong, but
some models are more wrong than
others’
Proposition at Stefan Kühnel’s PhD ceremony
on 9 september
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The Food4You knowledge festival
will take place from 1 to 15 October. Its theme: good food, better
mood. This year’s day for the general public will be on 8 October,
with talks and exhibitions being
held throughout Wageningen.
There will also be a huge Ferris
wheel seating as many different
nationalities as possible for a new
world record.
The festival theme will be explored in greater depth during the
opening symposium on 5 October.
For example, Laura Bouwman, a
university lecturer in Health and
Society, will be turning the
catchphrase around: Good mood
is better food. She thinks our view
of health is too one-sided. We focus on preventing diseases but
don’t investigate what makes us
healthy. A typically undervalued
factor is the feeling of being in

control of your life. Bouwman says
that feeling precedes healthy
choices, not the other way around.
$+($/7+<(19,5210(17
Frans Kok, professor of Nutrition
and Health, will be talking about
the new research into what food
does to our brains. For instance,
he wants to have people eating
while in an MRI scanner to investigate the saturation response. He
also argues that governments can
no longer put all responsibility for
chronic illnesses like obesity on
consumers. The government
should help create a healthy environment and get the food industry
to cut levels of sugar, salt and calories.
Other items on the programme
include the medical cooking competition. The challenge here is to
come up with a tailor-made meal
for each patient. There will also be
a meeting in the Restaurant of the
Future about the effects food has
on the brain. See food4you.nl for
more information. RR
2EHVLW\LVQRWRQO\
WKHFRQVXPHUéVIDXOW
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Eating white fruit and vegetables
protects against strokes. This is
the ﬁrst known link between food
colour and health effects. Researcher Linda Oude Griep of the Human Nutrition Department followed a group of Dutch people for
ten years for this study. The results
appeared mid September on the site of the journal Stroke.
The aim of the study was to investigate a possible link between
health and the colour of fruit and
vegetables. To do this, Oude Griep
RESOURCE — 29 September 2011

used a large dataset belonging to
RIVM. This institute followed
20,000 healthy Dutch people aged
between 20 and 69 for ten years.
The researchers looked at the
number of strokes – fatal or otherwise – after ten years. Then they
look to see whether there was a
link between the strokes and the
colour of the fruit and vegetables
eaten. They distinguished four categories: green (spinach), orange
(oranges), red/purple (grapes) and
white (apples). The colours reﬂect
the presence of different compounds in the various fruit and vegetables.
,1',&$7,21
The only relationship found was
for white fruit and vegetables. Eve-

ry additional 25 grams of white
fruit and vegetables eaten – mainly
apples and pears – reduces the risk
of a stroke by 9 percent. This relationship can still be seen after correcting for other health factors.
‘This result is a ﬁrst indication,’
emphasizes Oude Griep. ‘The effect needs to be conﬁrmed for

other populations. Only then can it
be used as the basis for a health recommendation.’
It is not clear how the white colour can prevent strokes. ‘Fruit and
vegetables are very complex,’ says
Oude Griep. ‘Apples and pears are
rich in dietary ﬁbre and quercetin.
But these days we no longer assume an effect is due to a single compound. We prefer to look at food
products in their entirety.’
Oude Griep’s research was funded by the Product Board for Horticulture. She denies that this had
an inﬂuence on the outcome: ‘We
wrote the research questions before we started to think about who
could fund it. Also, the funding organization had no inﬂuence on the
analysis and report.’ RR
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‘I was most surprised to read the interview with Rudy
Rabbinge in Resource number 3. He says that there’s
no need to eat organic food from the point of view of
the environment, your health or feeding the world.
How can a Sustainable Development and Food Security prof dismiss organic agriculture like that? I ﬁnd
this incomprehensible.
First Rabbinge claims that organic agriculture can’t
feed the world and then he answers the next question
by saying the world food problem is a distribution
problem. So why does he have to bash organic agriculture? It’s actually the conventional farmers who
could learn a lot from organic farmers when it comes
to sustainability. Organic farmers are pioneers in
improving sustainability. They are experts in how to
cut down on antibiotics - how to prevent diseases and
pests (instead of ﬁghting them) and how to improve
and maintain soil fertility. But no, this Sustainable
Development and Food Security professor completely
rejects organic agriculture. What a pity.
Incidentally, I don’t need any science to ﬁgure out
that vegetables treated with pesticides are less healthy than untreated vegetables. That’s just logical.’
'HQQLV'XLQGDP IRUPHU0$.6VWXGHQW

:$..(5',(57(67&$6(
The Wakker Dier Foundation has approached the Advertising Code Committee as it thinks Wageningen UR is
simply an advertising agency giving companies scientiﬁc credibility in return for cash. Their particular grievance concerns a press release about healthy cow’s
milk.
The comments on the site are initially humorous.
‘Wakker Dier are bothered by this because...they
would rather nobody was drinking milk because milk
is for the calves?’ says 3LHWLVHUQLHW. ‘Who takes Wakker Dier seriously anyway? +1 for Piet’, adds -DQ:LO
OHP. ‘I suggest we just get on with our lives.’ Later,
3LHWLVHUQLHW takes back what he said: ‘I think it is a
good idea not to have ﬂimsy research results being
blown up out of all proportion as if they were the

complete truth. Wakker Dier is right from that point of
view but why are they getting worked up about this in
particular...’ .ULWLHN has a completely diﬀerent take on
the matter: ‘Good move by Wakker Dier, it’s time
someone took a critical look at WUR’. .ULWLHN thinks
Wageningen UR has turned into a business with a
hard-boiled CEO. ‘It seems anything goes when it
comes to selling research results at WUR.’

&217529(56,$/7+()7
The celebrated Zodiac artefact ‘Heifer’s Bum’ disappeared mid-September. The protest group De zwarte
klauw has claimed responsibility. Their goal? To prevent the loss of the distinctive Zodiac culture when it
relocates to campus.
‘Exciting,’ writes SODQW on the subject of this campus
detective. Soon a real-life Sherlock appears in the
Resource comments pages. 5RHORI has intercepted a
letter from the Livestock Farming Study Association
committee to its members, asking if anyone spotted
the Calf’s Bum by any chance. The committee also
uses the letter to explain at great length that the Zodiac culture really will be retained. It seems clear whom
they suspect of the theft.

ILLUSTRATION: ESTHER BROUWER

25*$1,&6(/)ɺ,1'8/*(1&(
Departing professor Rudy Rabbinge had some sharp criticism for organic farming in the last issue of Resource.
So sharp that it even resulted in an old-fashioned letter
of complaint.
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The voice of

VHL

We have heard how the management and the participation council see the
problems at VHL. But what do the staﬀ think about it all? Resource went
round the three VHL campuses and sampled the mood in the staﬀrooms. ‘I
won’t leave just like that; this is an extremely nice organization to work for.’

ESCALATION
There have been numerous
clashes between the management and the staﬀ at
VHL over the past year. At
the end of last year, VHL
director Ellen Marks decided to suspend consultations with the MR, saying
the working relationship
was ‘not constructive’. A
little later, the MR returned a vote of no conﬁdence in Ellen Marks. They
did not think she had the
qualities needed to lead
the organization. The executive board supported
Marks to the hilt and eventually the MR reluctantly
returned to the negotiating table.

27 augustus
2009
RESOURCE — 29
September
2011

‘The air is cleared’, was
the headline in Resource,
but that turned out to be
premature. The bombshell
came early in July in Velp,
when programme director
Hans van Rooijen was told
to get out. He was accused
of disloyalty to the management, but his supporters prefer the word ‘critical’. It was immediately
clear that the vast majority of staﬀ in Velp stood
right behind Van Rooijen.
The opening of the college
year in Velp was boycotted
by most staﬀ, who attended an alternative opening
with ﬁrebrand education
critic Arnold Heertje as

guest speaker. Marks then
cancelled the opening ceremony in Leeuwarden.
At this point the board
decided it was time to intervene, and recruited
management consultant
Steven ten Have to investigate the level of
support within VHL for
Wageningen UR’s strategy. If it proves low, then
unstitching the merger
would be one of the options. Marks and Van
Rooijen are going to
meet again too, under
the guidance of a mediator.

PHOTO: HOGE NOORDEN
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VHL Leeuwarden

‘It’s not
collaboration,
it’s incorporation’

n Leeuwarden there has been
‘an underlying mood of dissatisfaction’ for some time. The biggest bone of contention is the
strategic discussion about the future of VHL. ‘The process has
been badly managed from the
start. Members of staff are not involved enough, their concerns are
not listened to, and communication is poor,’ says an MR member.
It is clear from talking with
those involved that there is ‘zero
conﬁdence’ in the way the management and board function
here in the Frisian capital. There
is also disappointment with the
way in which the merger with
Wageningen UR is working out
in practice. ‘Instead of collaboration it seems more as though
we’ve been swallowed up and taken over’, says a staff member
who has been working for VHL for
20 years. ‘Wageningen UR can
impose its services and systems
almost unchecked, setting conditions it wants and charging higher fees. That happens at the expense of the education budget.’
His Leeuwarden colleagues
see the suspension of Hans van
Rooijen as a good illustration of
the way Marks and Dijkhuizen
deal with critical staff: intimidation. ‘But you don’t solve conﬂicts by sacking people, do you?’

T

he investigation into the level of support in the organization is viewed with mixed
feelings. One member of staff
sees it as an opportunity for
staff to freely express their
points of view and concerns
‘without discrimination or the
risk of being sacked’. Another
calls it a ‘distraction tactic’.
‘Research is being done into
something which is of no interest. It’s not about support,
but about trust and security.’
Some staff members do not

expect the research to be genuinely independent. ‘If the
board formulates the assignment, then I know what the result will be.’ For one teacher of
Animal Management, that is
already clear too: ‘Of course
there is support, because who
wouldn’t want an improvement in the quality of education?’ There is also concern
about the money that is going
to the investigators. ‘That
could have been spent on education.’

LONG HISTORY OF MERGERS
The Leeuwarden branch of VHL has a long history of mergers.
IN 1955 the Frisian agricultural college AHOF merged with the
Professor Van Hall Institute in Groningen, and the three sites
came together in Leeuwarden. The AHOF was itself a merger
of two Frisian colleges. The college collaborates closely with
the Noordelijke Hogeschool Leeuwarden, the University of
Groningen and the AOC Fryslân.
There are about 2,040 students at Van Hall Larenstein in
Leeuwarden, and about 190 teachers, both fulltime and parttime. Ten Bachelor’s degrees are taught there, as well as ﬁve
associate degrees. The most popular degree programme is
Animal Management, which is in fact the largest BSc programme in the whole of Wageningen UR.

The future

I

The solution

The conﬂict

The staff room at
VHL Leeuwarden

C

utting loose from Wageningen UR would be ‘too
drastic’, says an MR member.
But the option does cause quite a stir in Leeuwarden. One
teacher: ‘When that letter came, everyone reacted to that
one word. Unstitching. It
would mean we would be rid
of Aalt.’ Even though secretly,
it must be possible to set up a
nice collaboration within Wageningen UR, she thinks. ‘But
then without Ellen Marks and
Aalt Dijkhuizen.’ If VHL does
remain under the WUR ﬂag, it
will have to have its own independent executive board, says
one of the staff members.
‘The collaboration with WUR
should take a form dictated by
our own initiative and our
needs, within the constraints
of the budget. I see no reason
to do everything the same way
in every part of the organization. The previous management
called that couleur locale.’
´External experts told me
that it would be good to stay
within the WUR’, says the MR
member. ‘But we don’t have
to put up with everything.’
Linda van der Nat
Page 14: Wageningen
Page 15: Velp
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VHL Wageningen

‘The resistance
has been
overcome’

he controversy around
Hans van Rooijen and Ellen Marks is not the heart of
the matter. They know in
Wageningen that its roots lie
deeper. ‘Merger pain’, says one
person. ‘The fear of losing autonomy’, says a receptionist.
This tension is palpable
between the VHL branches
themselves too. ‘You notice
that we in Leeuwarden are actually seen as a bit of a competitor. Wrongly so.’
VHL Wageningen takes a
special position on this, staff
here believe. ‘In contrast to
Leeuwarden and Velp, we see
the added value of the merger.
A teacher adds: ‘Wageningen
UR has a fantastic reputation.
Instead of making good use of
that, we start squabbling. Isn’t
that stupid?’ A teacher who
has been working at the college for 25 years is annoyed by
the way some people within
VHL think they can speak for
everyone. The impression is
created that the VHL staff
speak with one voice, but that
is not the case, he is eager to
make clear. ‘Nor do we always
agree with what the MR puts
forward ‘on behalf of the staff’.
It is inappropriate, some of the
things that are being said now.’

RESOURCE — 29 September 2011

A

n external advisor is going
to investigate the ‘support
for the strategy’ while a mediator mediates between Hans
van Rooijen and Ellen Marks.
This choice doesn’t get any applause in Wageningen. Bringing in external help is seen as
an admission of weakness.
’That means you as management have run out of ideas. Lay
the problem at someone else’s
feet, then you don’t have to take the responsibility.’
Nor do the Wageningen
staff believe that this investigation will get to the heart of the

problem. Because there is nothing wrong with the strategy
in itself. ‘More attention to
quality, less spending on overheads, more on education:
that’s great, isn’t it? Who could
be against that? The problem
is that the management does
not have the conﬁdence of the
shop ﬂoor at the moment and
then you don’t get any strategy
off the ground.’ Someone else
is a bit more optimistic: ‘The
investigation won’t provide solutions but it could provide some insight. It is a step in the
right direction.’

THE KID BROTHER IN VHL
Up at the top of the Forum in the heart of the Wageningen
campus, we ﬁnd VHL Wageningen. With more than 500 students, it is by far the smallest of the three branches of VHL:
the kid brother. It used to be the National Higher Agricultural
College for tropical agriculture, located in Deventer. In 1988
it became part of the new international college of Larenstein,
but resisted a move to Velp tooth and nail. After the merger
with Wageningen UR the historic building in Deventer ﬁnally
had to be given up, to the sorrow of many of the teachers. In
2005, the whole institution moved to Wageningen and in
2006 it gained a home in the Forum. Besides the Tropical
Agriculture programme, VHL oﬀers modules of programmes
such as Rural Innovation, Animal and Livestock Sciences, and
Business Studies and Agribusiness.

The future

T

The solution

The conﬂict

The staff room at
VHL Wageningen

N

o unstitching, if it’s up to
the Wageningers. That is a
spectre they would rather not
contemplate. ‘Then VHL will
fall apart. Because Leeuwarden
wants nothing to do with us
and Velp wants nothing to do
with Leeuwarden. For us, as the
smallest branch, that would
mean the end. What should we
do in that case? Join the Arnhem-Nijmegen college? That
education factory?’
The expectation is that ‘people will use their common
sense.’ Eventually that ought to
lead to VHL having its right and
proper position within Wageningen, ‘but then keeping a certain identity at the various locations. Because for us that is an
important way of maintaining
our image in the region. At
headquarters the importance
of that is sometimes underestimated.
Whatever the case, VHL Wageningen sees itself as an inseparable part of Wageningen
UR. ‘Eight years ago we were
not so positive at all. It was really quite difﬁcult to have to give
up a historic building when the
added value of a merger was
not clear. But the resistance
there was back then has largely
been overcome.’ Rob Goossens

PHOTO: GUY ACKERMANS
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VHL Velp

‘Away with the
dictates of
Wageningen’

irst bring Hans van Rooijen back; then I would really like to exchange ideas with
Aalt Dijkhuizen about the future of the college’, says a member of staff at Forest and Nature Management resolutely.
Her opinion is widely shared –
in Velp the future of the college is not seen as a separate issue from the management
conﬂict. And many staff members assume that Ellen Marks
is just Dijkhuizen’s ‘messenger girl’. ‘You can collaborate
on the content of our work quite easily, but I don’t ﬁnd any
content with Marks.’’
There are, however, also
support staff members in Velp
who want to stay neutral in the
conﬂict. ‘Camps have formed
and too many people are getting into the victim role. It is
too black and white; we should
look ahead together.’ These
members of staff do agree that
‘we have less and less say in
what happens, with the bosses
so far away. And that is a recipe
for mistrust.’ But one member
of staff comes down squarely
on the side of the managers. ‘I
think we need a clean sweep.
The college needs to change
fast, but here things are never
followed through.’

A

solution will only come if
VHL starts collaborating
with Wageningen UR on an
equal basis, think most people in Velp. So, no enforced
uptake of the expensive ICT
services and ofﬁce space of
Wageningen UR. And a management of its own which
communicates with staff
openly and transparently. A
management that acts decisively on the real problems of
the college, such as impro-

ving the quality of the education. If that is not possible
within Wageningen UR, then
withdrawing is seen as an option by this group. In order to
carry out innovation in education, the (new?) management should get outspoken
teachers with an interest in
innovation to make a plan.
Without dictates, because
otherwise it will just be a procedural game between the
management and the MR.

1400 STUDENTS
VHL Velp has almost 1400 students. It has three programmes:
Garden and Landscape Desing (T&L), Forest and Nature Management (BNV) and Land and Water Management (LWM).
T&L was originally in Boskoop, but moved to Velp in a merger
in 1988. Then the training programme for laboratory technicians moved from Wageningen to Velp, but this programme has
since been passed on to the Arnhem-Nijmegen college.

The future
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The solution

The conﬂict

The staff room at
VHL Velp

V

HL is a management construction without much added value to it. ‘It is shifting
sand’, says an old hand. It must
be improved. ‘All innovations
are brought in autonomously
within the programmes; everyone has their own little shop. The
management has no grip on it,
because it is not competent in
the ﬁeld of education. They have
an educational model that they
want to push through, without
knowing the situation.’ The topdown policy and the big gap
between management and shop
ﬂoor are the key issues, says
another person. Conﬁdence in
the management – including
Dijkhuizen – has been severely
dented. His speech in Velp,
when he said staff would either
have to accept the new policy or
leave, did nothing to increase
hopes of a happy ending. ‘My loyalty is to my programme and
my students, not to Dijkhuizen’,
says one teacher. ‘And I won’t
leave just like that; this is an extremely nice organization to
work for.’ Albert Sikkema

DISCLAIMER
The quotations in this article come from a random selection of VHL staﬀ and do not necessarily represent the views
of a majority at the three VHL branches. The photos were not taken on the days when the interviews took place, and
bear no relation to the content of the article.
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ORPHANS OF THE ART WORLD
There’s nothing like a move for producing a few surprises. All kinds of forgotten treasures suddenly pop up and
demand fresh attention. Like the collection of more than
100 art works that emerged from the attic at Facilities
and Services, which has just moved into Actio. They
came from all the buildings vacated by Wageningen UR
over the past few years. So they are orphans really. But
not without prospects. An auction is planned. Details
will be published soon. RK, foto Guy Ackermans
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‘Show how beautiful it al
Besides what he has called ‘Bleker’s dead countryside’, there is a great deal
of beautiful nature to be enjoyed in the Netherlands, says Frank Berendse
in his latest book. The book reveals this prophet of doom to be a keen
nature-lover at heart. ‘But I will never take the line of the blind optimists.´
text: Arno van ’t Hoog / photo: Manon Bruininga

F

rank Berendse doesn’t really have time for an interview at all. He has to go out into the countryside, on
foot. To check the routes he described for a website
to go with his new book Natuur in Nederland.
The tight deadline he’s working to is rather typical of
the work that has gone into this project, he says. In 2009
the professor of Nature Conservation and Plant Ecology
devoted a four-month sabbatical to starting work on the
book, but ﬁnishing it took another two years. ‘It is just as
well that you can´t make a realistic estimate of some
things, otherwise I would probably never have started.’
Frank Berendse’s richly illustrated book is an expression of a lifelong fascination with landscape and nature, as
well as the wish to share it. No other ﬂora guide tells you
how you can identify plant species by smelling them, he
says, whereas the easiest way to recognise many species is
with your nose. So his approach is that little bit different,
witness his sensory description of the wild rowan tree: ‘It
smells like a posh lady. Too much perfume and a faint
whiff of incontinence.’

Successes
in nature
reserves,
a massive
deterioration
on farmland

27 augustus
2009
RESOURCE — 29
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2011

URBAN NATURE
Berendse had already visited many parts of the country as
a member of the Dutch youth organization for nature study. The urban nature he describes is typical of the scenery
of Amersfoort, where he grew up. All the different landscapes have their own charm, even in areas where the city is
swallowing up the rural landscape. ‘I ﬁnd it utterly fascinating to see what is going on – for example, how gulls and
terns are starting to breed on rooftops.’
Nature books often concentrate on extraordinary and
rare species. That is nature for ecologists, says Berendse.
‘In this book I want to give nature back to ordinary people,
by showing how incredibly beautiful it is, and how nearby,
and how nice it can be to go and see that. That is why some
of the photos in the book show urban nature and people:
kids with spades on a river dune, a family canoeing in the
Biesbosch.’
Berendse takes each of the ten different Dutch landscapes in the book, and shows how they bear the signs of
geomorphological processes from the distant past and of
all kinds of human interventions. So the story of the Ijssel-

meer polders becomes an epic encompassing the Zuiderzee, the land reclamation process and developments in
the Oostvaardersplassen nature reserve. The book combines description with explanation, showing how plant and
animal species vary per region because the forces of nature and human intervention have turned the soils into a
mosaic of peat, clay and sand.
PROPHET OF DOOM
Berendse’s book exudes passionate enthusiasm and contains passages that are lyrical and romantic. Quite remarkable to people who only know him from his appearances
in the media. ‘In the dead countryside of Braks and Bleker’, ran the headline in national daily Trouw a couple of
weeks ago. This was one of Frank Berendse’s well-aimed
metaphors. He is generally known for his warnings in the
media about the decline of Dutch nature and the naivety
of the government’s ideas about how to conserve it.
But Berendse puts his image as a prophet of doom
down to the way the media operate. Whenever agricultural
nature conservation comes up, they phone him. That way
they get a critical but scientiﬁcally grounded point of view.
And, he somewhat reluctantly admits, he has learned
from experience that a cutting metaphor has more impact
than a complex publication.
‘Perhaps those sorts of headlines will make people assume my book is an impeachment of Bleker – but it isn’t.
The main aim is to revive the support base for nature conservation in the Netherlands. By showing people what an
incredible amount of beautiful nature we still have, and
that we must look after it.’
That support base had declined severely, notes Berendse. Witness the rapidly dwindling membership of nature
conservation organizations, or the low level of support for
nature conservation in the Dutch parliament. ‘That is really worrying. When you see that someone like Bleker can
apparently just go full steam ahead with a parliamentary
majority behind him, I think there is real cause for concern.’
Berendse’s target is the cabinet’s radical approach to
nature policy. Secretary of State Bleker wants to slash 60
percent of the budget for nature conservation by cutting
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ll is, and how nearby’
back on funding for organizations such as the forestry
commission and natural heritage organization Natuurmonumenten. The role of conservation is to be taken over
by ´agricultural nature conservation´: in other words,
farmers who protect and promote nature on their land
through conservation agreements and subsidies.
To Berendse, this U-turn is ‘totally incomprehensible’.
On farmland nature has been in rapid decline right across
the board, including in areas where agricultural nature
conservation is in place. Fertilizer, ammonia emissions,
pesticides and the lowering of the water table all have a
devastating impact. Field birds such as the black-tailed
godwit and the lark, and characteristic plant species, have been decimated. ‘The story of the farmland is predominantly negative, with a couple of exceptions. Farmers can
do good things, but they have to ﬁt with the demands of
an economically proﬁtable company. For most ﬁeld birds
you need to raise the water table and reduce the use of fertilizer. But those just happen to be the key variables for
the farmer, for keeping up the productivity.’
BLIND OPTIMISTS
When Berendse published ﬁndings on
the ineffectiveness of agricultural
nature conservation back in
2001, there was a storm of
criticism. ‘The research
was no good, I was
no good. Then
you get those

politically coloured discussions. We repeated the research twice with other data. The results from the ﬁrst
study were conﬁrmed 100 percent.’ Not long after that, he
was invited to talk with the then agricultural minister
Veerman. ‘He said, “You were right after all, we have got
to tackle it differently”. Then came a new cabinet, and
with one fell swoop they swept aside everything which is
now accepted wisdom both within and beyond the scientiﬁc community.’
Berendse sees a clear divide in the Dutch landscape.
‘Of course there have been successes in nature areas, with
the restoration of moorland and the return of the crane
and the ﬁsh eagle. But on the other hand there has been a
massive deterioration in the farming areas.’
But that is not what his book is about, even though he
does strike a critical note now and then. His aim, ﬁrst and
foremost, is to awaken people’s enthusiasm for nature.
And he does that with a story about what is still there, rather than what is lost. ‘But I will never take the line of the
blind optimists, who only want to talk about the
successes. I hope that this book will be
read. On the assumption that if you
understand something better, you
will also value it more highly.´
Natuur in Nederland
by Frank Berendse, pu-

blisher: KNNV, ISBN:
9789050113762,
price: € 24,95
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Poisoning bees
with pesticide
It is not obvious that there is anything untoward going on. The bees at
Droevendaal experimental farm are busily buzzing around. But some of them
have been fed for the last three months with the pesticide imidacloprid.
text: Roelof Kleis / photos: Guy Ackermans

I

n fact, a small number of bees are not only getting regular doses of imidacloprid but are also being deliberately weakened. A ‘pollen trap’ in the hive ensures that a fair proportion of the pollen that is brought
in is snatched away from the bees. Not that researcher Sjef
van der Steen is so keen to make the bees’ lives difﬁcult.
On the contrary, he is very fond of bees.
The forty populations at Droevendaal are now the subject of an experiment with the controversial pesticide imidacloprid (see text box). Van der Steen is looking at
whether and how the bee populations suffer if exposed to
this pesticide and/or to pollination differences. The emp-
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hasis is on bee populations, says Van der Steen. ‘We are
the ﬁrst to do this sort of research at population level. You
can study an individual bee, but the results cannot be
transferred one-to-one to a whole population. A population might react quite differently from an individual
bee. You should see a bee population as a super-organism.
INCREDIBLY POISONOUS STUFF
The use of imidacloprid on agriculture and horticulture is
coming under heavy ﬁre. ‘Imidacloprid is often mentioned as a pesticide that could play a role in bee mortality’,
conﬁrms Van der Steen. ‘Its use has been permitted in this
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country for about ten years. Recently a strong lobby has
grown up for taking the substance off the market, because
of its possible role in the bee deaths. But bee mortality is
caused by a number of factors. As far as we know at present, the main one is the Varroa mite. But environmental
factors such as the availability of pollen or the presence of
pesticides play a role too.’
Van der Steen readily acknowledges that imidacloprid
is ‘incredibly poisonous’ stuff. It is used as a seed coating
in certain crops, and via this route it ends up in nectar and
pollen. Crop spraying also causes it to be washed into surface water. But is it a factor in the bee deaths as well? Van

You should see a bee population
as a super-organism
der Steen: ‘How dangerous a pesticide is for a bee population depends not only on how poisonous it is but also on
the level of exposure. Although imidacloprid is poisonous
for bees, the exposure level is low. But it certainly cannot
be ruled out that problems could arise if the exposure
time was different for some reason. It is possible, but we
don’t know. That is why we look at both best-case and
worst-case scenarios.’
WORST CASE
Vitality is the key concept in Van der Steen’s research.
How vital does a bee population remain under long-term
exposure to imidacloprid? And is that exposure worse for

vital populations than it is for populations that have been
put on short rations and are therefore less vital? Van der
Steen is interested here in changes in bee numbers during
the season, their reproduction rates, their stocks of pollen
food known as bee bread, and the levels of vitellogenin in
the blood. The latter is the bee’s storage protein, explains
Van der Steen. ‘The young bee converts protein from pollen into reserve protein. A signiﬁcant amount of this protein is vitellogenin, also known as yolk protein. The queen,
the larvae and the young bees (1 to 4 days old) are fed on
it.’
Some of the bees are having a particularly hard time:
those which are on both imidacloprid and short rations.
The pesticide is given by feeding the bees twice a week on
sugar water with a sub-lethal dose of imidacloprid in it.
Van der Steen: ‘That is the worst-case scenario. In it we simulate the situation in which bees only feed off plants infected with imidacloprid and also cannot collect much
pollen.’ At the other end of the spectrum are the lucky
bees which get to keep all their pollen and are not dosed
with any poison at all. The bees were subjected to a thorough study three times during the course of this summer.
The last examination has just been completed. Van der
Steen cannot say anything about the results yet as the analysis is still in full swing. The test will certainly not do anything to silence the discussion about the role imidacloprid. If a tentative indication of that role emerges, it
would be a great result. Van der Steen: ‘Follow-up research
will have to show exactly what the relation is between exposure to imidacloprid and the vitality of bee populations.’

Imidacloprid is a pesticide
that belongs to the group
called neonicotines. It is a
nerve poison which disrupts the transmission of
impulses by the nerves. A
Dutch television show,
Zembla, devoted a controversial programme to the
role of imidacloprid in the
bee deaths. Zembla pointed an accusing ﬁnger at
Wageningen, suggesting
the Wageningen research
focused one-sidedly on the
varroa mite as the cause of
the deaths among the
bees. The lobbying led to
questions in parliament
and State Secretary Bleker
decided to commission
fresh research on the subject. The new study is
being done by Van der
Steen and the Dutch Centre for Bee Research NCB.
Along with experts from
other institutions, the
suervisory committee for
this study includes the
Utrecht risk researcher Jeroen van der Sluijs, who
played a prominent role in
the Zembla programme.
Van der Steen: ‘We are
happy that we could get
him on board.’ A colleague
of Van der Steen’s, Tjeerd
Blacquière, is publishing a
review on imidacloprid
shortly. Commissioned by
Bleker, he and other bee
experts provide an overview of the scientiﬁc
knowledge about this pesticide.
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HOORAH FOR
FREEDOM
The new ﬁrst-years at Wageningen UR have already been running around for a month.
The ﬁrst lectures have been and gone, their rooms are full of brand-new Ikea chic and
they’ve decided which society to join. What we want to know is: how do the ﬁrst-years
like their ﬁrst taste of student life?
text: Nicolette Meerstadt, Rob Ramaker, Rob Goossens / photo: AID

Hermen de Jong

Israel Agorsor

First year Agrotechnology
‘I love the freedom that goes with
student life. I am living in a student
house in Ede with six others. Just
being at home is really nice. Cooking
together, watching TV, having a cigarette. All really relaxed. But it’s nice
when you go out too. A party here, a
party there. Or out to the student society. What I don’t like
so much is ﬁguring out your schedule. That really is a performance. You have to go to four or ﬁve different websites
to gather all the information you need. On one website you
see which course you’re on, on another you see which
group you are in and then you have to go to yet another one
to see where you should be. And that’s if you are lucky. I
am amazed it can’t be done more simply.’

Master’s Plant Biotechnology
‘I am lucky to have a room at the
Bornsesteeg, just a stone’s throw
away from Forum. The room suits
me as I am the quiet type and like to
keep to myself. Things are different
here. One of the things I learned is
that when two men hold hands in
public it usually means that they are a couple. I will have to
tell my Ghanaian friends when they come over, because
for us it is normal to walk hand in hand with a friend.
The weather has been no problem at all, I can still walk
around in slippers. But it is strange that it gets dark so late. When the sun sets it sends a signal to my brain that it is
time for supper, so I often forget to have dinner. Studying
is different here. I am used to doing ﬁve subjects simultaneously in a semester. That means it is a lot of work at the
end. But here you have to work hard from the word ‘go’.
You can’t afford to be lazy.’

Thijs Verheul
First year Business and Consumer Science
‘Studying takes a bit of getting used
to. Last year I worked as a skiing teacher in Austria and I notice that my
study habits have dropped off a bit. If
I have to study in my room I am easily
distracted, and I keep doing other
things. But luckily it’s already getting
a bit better. Something I am really happy with is my fellow
students. They are really my type of people and I get on
well with them. To be honest, I did have my doubts about
that when I came to Wageningen.
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Lianne Vreugdenhil
First year International Development Studies
‘The high point of my student days
so far was deﬁnitely the AID. Five
whole days of meeting all sorts of
people and seeing new things. I didn’t choose a student society then
straightaway, and looking around after that is very time-consuming. I am
a Christian so I have joined Ichthus. Now I am in this
society I want to move from Ede to Wageningen. That
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stress comes now on top of everything else. For that reason, I am ﬁnding studying quite hard. I am having a lot of
trouble adjusting. You expect that things will get off to a
gentle start, but we are getting through the subject matter
at a fast pace. So I am already getting quite behind. But
then you do expect to fall behind a bit, so it isn’t so terrible
after all.

Maaike Vollering
First Year Agrotechnology
‘The lectures are much better than I
expected. I was afraid it would be very tough, but it’s quite doable. I like
the setup too. Often you get an image
of university education as being all
vast lecture halls and mass education, but it’s not like that at all. We are
taught in small groups and the teachers go to great lengths to get the interaction with students going. You really
do notice the personal touch.’’

Elsbeth Veltink
First year Management, Economics and Consumer Studies
‘I really like the freedom here. You
can choose anything, everyone decides on their own focus. The teachers and students are very friendly to
each other and very helpful. I am
now living with eight girls in a student house in Bennekom. We al-

ready went out last Thursday, to an open party in town.
That was really fun. The schedule here is tricky, it’s really a
puzzle. You don’t get spoon-fed. I ﬁnd the studying itself
difﬁcult. I’ve come here via MBO and HBO (middle and
higher vocational education programmes), so it’s been
one step higher every time. You know that it goes faster
here than on an HBO programme, but I am curious to see
exactly how fast the tempo will be.

First year students during
introduction time (AID) in
August in Wageningen

Marcia Bodero Baeza
Master’s Food Safety
‘So far, I love Wageningen. The city is
so beautiful, clean and quiet, everything that I expected.
But the low point, and it is a huge
problem for me, is the housing. I applied for a self-contained room and I
got a room on a corridor with shared
facilities and noisy people. I am not used to that.
I am really sad about it because the university can’t do anything until I have been here for two months. So I have to
wait until the end of October to apply for an internal transfer, and the waiting list is long. I am 34 years old, and I left
everything to be here, and don’t have a home. I can’t concentrate on my studies with all these troubles. But like I
said, all the other stuff is more than nice. People are so
nice, the university is beautiful and comfortable, riding a
bike is a dream. It’s really nice here.’
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The secret of HERENSTRAAT 14
What do Classy Wednesday, the White Trash Party and sleepovers by
the Rhine have in common? Answer: They were all dreamt up at
Herenstraat 14. This student house in the heart of Wageningen has
gradually acquired a legendary status, not least because of its
unbeatable Facebook presence (1043 friends). In the coming weeks
Resource hopes to learn the secret of Herenstraat 14’s success. Part
one: Introductions.
An enormous mansion in Wageningen town centre. A giant of a
man with a friendly smile opens
the door. JJ provides a guided tour
of long corridors, winding stairways, kitchens and bathrooms. It
all looks surprisingly clean. ‘It is
managed by Idealis, so everything
works’, says JJ. Down in the bicycle
cellar, his face lights up. ‘This is
where it all happens. When there
are big parties, we empty this

room, bring in the DJ and cover
the lamps.’ Dangling bits of cellophane are left over from the last
party.
We make our way to the backyard, the venue for countless barbecues to which the entire neighbourhood is welcome. ‘There are
thirteen of us from all over the
world living together here’, says
Mohamed. The relationship with
the neighbours is fantastic.

Thanks mainly to Mohamed, who
is able to start up a deep discussion with anyone in no time at all. ‘If
someone complains about noise,
our neighbour stands up for us’,
says Mohamed fervently. ‘I don’t
hear a thing’, she says.

PHOTO’S: BART DE GOUW

BUSY STUDENT
HS14 hasn’t always been an exciting place to be. ‘When I came here
four years ago, I was almost turned
away because I was too young’, JJ
relates. ‘Most of the occupants
then were working adults and they
didn’t like the idea of a busy little
student.’ Mohamed had then been
around for just a few months. Gradually, things started to change because ‘if you like to party, you
choose party types as housemates.’
The call for a new housemate says
it all: ‘Age, work or type of study
does not matter as long as you have at least a few of the following
personality traits: Hilarious - Outgoing – Open-minded - Experimental - Energetic - Curious - Passionate - Competitive - Extravagant.’
A little over a year ago, they created a Facebook page. JJ: ‘I just invited people who had something to
do with the university, and in a
small place like Wageningen, that
goes quickly.’ The result: their
White Trash Party last November
was packed to capacity with Face-
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THE QUARTERBACK
GETS THE PUSSY
JJ has a subscription to the National Football League on TV. Every Sunday, a handful of people
arrive to watch an American
football match. JJ and his two regular visitors Pieter and Hylke
explain the rules to the rest of
the spectators. ‘Look, that’s the
quarterback, he gets all the pussy.’ Every laddish advert (there’s
a commercial break every ﬁve
minutes) has the guys smiling
and roaring their approval.
When the three of them travelled
around the US, they were infected with the football virus when
the Saints won the Superbowl in
New Orleans. If they do well
again this year, it’ll be party
time once more…

book friends. ‘It was so crammed
that I was almost afraid the house
would collapse’, says JJ. ‘We even
had to turn people away at the
door.’ Subsequent parties were
more exclusive. Only the 200
closest Facebook friends were at
St. Patrick’s Day and the Sports
Nicolette Meerstadt
Party.
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‘You are thrown in the deep end’

Friday morning, quarter to nine. A
bunch of youths armed with claw
hammers and clubs set upon a parked blue Peugeot. Their attack, on
the square outside Van Hall Larenstein does not last more than a minute. Curious staff members
watch through their windows as
windscreens shatter, and then the
youths scatter in all directions.
‘I’ve got two photos’, says a shocked lady among the bystanders.
The police arrive shortly, and two
Friesland Police ofﬁcers cordon off
the scene of the crime with red and
white ribbon. A joke? No, a role
play for third-year Forensic Sciences students taking the module
Crime Society.
The role play is the brainchild
of teachers Jos Krabbe and Mark
Ros. The students have ten weeks
to ﬁgure out who the culprits are.
Krabbe gave the ‘vandals’ instructions this morning. ‘You can ﬂatten
the car completely’, he said, as he
handed out escape routes. ‘We
don’t know how the public will react, so don’t get into any skirmishes. The emergency services and
the VHL management have been
informed.’

PHOTO’S: HOGE NOORDEN

PUMPS
The Forensic Sciences programme
has been running for six years and
about 250 students are on it. The

CREDIT FOTOGRAAF

A role play gives students of
Forensic Sciences at VHL Leeuwarden a chance to ﬁnd out what
it takes to solve a real crime. A
report from the scene of the
crime.

Students of Forensic Sciences at work at the scene of the crime.

aim of the role play is to teach students to think critically, explains
Krabbe. ‘We want to teach them a
way of thinking. Look for solutions
creatively, be inquisitive and don’t
take things for granted.’ The thirdyears knew that something was
about to happen, but not what.
They have allocated roles among
themselves, including those of tactical and technical detectives, a
team leader, a chief of police, a public prosecutor and a mayor. After
the commotion has died down,
team leader Fleur Douna (blond
ponytail, black skirt and pumps)
paces nervously up and down. ‘I
want to be sure everyone knows
what they are supposed to do’, she

says. Then a group of students pull
on white coats and plastic gloves.
The items left behind by the criminals, including a scarf and some
heaps of glass, are photographed.
Other students question the eyewitnesses. ‘What sort of clothes
were they wearing’, one asks teacher Erik de Groot, who plays a
journalist. ‘Dark ones. One of
them had a sort of mask on.’ The
student detective asks about the
pamphlet distributed the day before. ‘You will read about that in the
paper tomorrow’, answers De
Groot. To his surprise, the investigator accepts that. ‘I would have
pursued it a bit further’, he says
when asked. Students dressed in

orange tunics stand guard on the
corner near the scene of the crime.
Which is out of bounds.
COOL
Organic traces such as hairs are
carefully placed in paper bags. Student Lisa Pruijmboom coordinates
the forensic team. ‘Really cool,

Curious staﬀ members
watch through their
windows as windscreens
shatter, and then the youths
scatter in all directions
this’, she says enthusiastically. ‘As
third-years you think you already
know a fair bit, but now you are
thrown in at the deep end.’ At a
press conference ‘mayor’ Martin
Baar professionally paciﬁes agitated journalists, played by teachers.
No, there is no current threat at
the college. ‘It is safe. The investigation is in full swing’, he says
with a calm smile. ‘And no, in the
interests of the investigation we
will be issuing no further statements.’ Karin de Mik
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FRAUD

DUMB

The academic fraud case of Diederik Stapel drags on. The universities of
Amsterdam, where he did his PhD, and Groningen, where he was professor, plan to re-examine his research. Soon his high school tests will be
subjected to scrutiny. It is not yet clear what steps his primary and nursery schools will take.

Smoking is bad for the memory, claim researchers from Northumbria University. They gave smokers, ex-smokers and non-smokers a series of simple tasks. The non-smokers remembered on average one ﬁfth more tasks
than the smokers. The conclusion is that smoking damages the memory.
Or might smokers just be dumber?

Royal appreciation for Wageningen student

a research grant. ‘It was very nervewracking to be given the grant by
the queen herself. I must say, she
was a very kind and interested wo-

man, who comes across as slightly
shy but clearly knows her facts.’
The Frimurare Barnhuset Foundation is a fairly conservative freemasons’ organization which supports efforts to ensure adequate
care and a sound upbringing for
children and youths. One of the
ways it does this is to provide
grants for scientiﬁc research on
this target group. Lonneke’s research on the effect of maternal
diet on the development of allergic
sensitization in infants ﬁts the bill
perfectly. The conferral took place
at headquarters. ‘They’ve got really
beautiful great halls and the organization is a world in itself, in

which it seems as though time has
stood still for about 50 years.’
The grant – ‘not that impressive, it sounds like more because it’s
in Swedish kronor’- is enough to
cover 25-year-old Lonneke’s costs
in Sweden and her last months of
study in Wageningen: 54,000 kronor (5,800 euros). ‘A very nice supplement, really, considering I have
to say goodbye to government funding from this month. And of
course it is also very nice to see
that your hard work is appreciated.
I couldn’t have wished for more,
LvdN
could I?’

FOR AND AGAINST
Proposition: Eating less meat is essential
for a sustainable society
MARLIES: Meat is tasty and to some extent healthy. But the amount of
meat some people eat, having some every day, is bad for both the environment and their health. Compared with plant-based food, it costs a
lot of energy and land to produce, causes a manure surplus, contributes to the depletion of natural resources such as fossil fuels and phosphates, and so on.
Most people know this by now, but many just carry on happily eating
meat, saying ‘yes, but it’s so nice’- and that is the main argument I hear
in these discussions. Pretty sad that that is more important to many
people that the environment or animal welfare. I am not against meateating, but a slight reduction shouldn’t be so difﬁcult. It’s a question
of getting used to it and ﬁnding some tasty veggie recipes.

JILLIS: A sustainable society is absolutely essential. If the ever-increasing world population carries on consuming at the same levels, our
natural resources will soon be exhausted. However, as a liberal, I do
not believe in ﬁnger-wagging, and certainly not in the kind of prohibition culture typical of the CDA, for example. Everyone should be
free to decide for themselves how much meat they eat. I can imagine that meat will get more expensive as the price of inputs rises, but
if someone chooses to go without a new jacket or a holiday in order
to treat themselves to a beef steak, that’s up to them. So I just ignore
moralizing left-wing groups such as the Green Left or animal rights
organization Wakker Dier, and personally I ﬁnd the witch-hunts
against meat-eaters that they try to stir up quite scary.

JILLIS RESPONDS: Please just let everyone decide for themselves. If you
don’t want to eat meat, ﬁne. But if I eat it every day, that’s my business.
I don’t have to justify that to you. Some people have to learn to respect the choices made by others. If everyone did that, life here in the
Netherlands would be a lot more pleasant.

MARLIES RESPONDS: You call it moralizing, I call it appealing to people’s sense of the responsibility we all share for this earth. You say
that we need to change our patterns of consumption, but I wonder
how you want to achieve that if you are not allowed to point out to
people what the consequences of their choices are.
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The Wageningen student of Nutrition and Health did her Master’s
research in Stockholm and worked
so hard that she was rewarded with

PHOTO: KJELL MAZETTI/SVERIGE FRIMUARARE ORDENS

A faltering thank
you as she stood
there with clammy
hands was the best
Lonneke Janssen
Duijghuijsen could
manage when she
was handed her
research grant
from the Frimurare
Barnhuset Foundation by Queen
Silvia of Sweden.
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WOOF
Almost 95 percent of dog owners and 87 percent of cat owners talk to
their pets. These ﬁgures come from research among Australian animallovers. A full 85 percent of them claim to understand what is barked or
meowed back at them. A much higher score than can be claimed by the
average (human) couple, with a much larger vocabulary.

CLOSE DANCING . It is a bit squashed for all the swinging hips, but
that doesn’t spoil the fun. International students are ﬂocking to ISOW
workshops. The club for international students has been ﬂooded with
new recruits for dance and language classes. ‘Last week we had 100
people in our salsa class, something which has never happened before’, says board member Ingrid Flink. ‘On the same day 80 people tur-

ned up for our Dutch for Beginners class!’ It is not just international
students who ﬁnd their way to the club, says Flink. Dutch students,
PhD researchers and non-students also like the exotic atmosphere in
the building on the Generaal Foulkesweg. ‘Since last week 136 new
members have joined. It is crazy, but in a good way!’ LvdN
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MILK
Scientists from the University of Harderwijk have discovered the gene for
bad science journalism. People with a particular variant of the gene seem
to have a pathological urge to copy-paste headlines. This was reported in
online magazine De Speld (‘your regular source of reliable news’). Milk
seems to help. About three pints a day.

WANTED: STRONG MEN

Who? Aafke Nijhuis
What? Chair Thymos
sports foundation
Why? The all-women
Thymos board is looking
for strong men to do the
heavy lifting

Not man enough yourself to lift sports equipment?
‘We are all sporty, but during the AID sports day we
noticed that some things really were very heavy. The
foot of a korfball pole weighs an awful lot, for example. It is no joke! We board members have got enough
balls, but during big events like the Sports night that
is coming up shortly we really do need a few men. And
that’s where the idea of a Strong Men Committee
came from.’
How are you going to tackle the selection procedure?
‘We’ll let them lift a woman, for example, and of
course we’ll volunteer ourselves. And we’ll check their
six-packs. Other than that, we still have to think it up.

One thing is sure, it won’t be a knockout race or a
male beauty contest. It must be done nicely. A couple
of men we know have already volunteered but, as far
as I’m concerned, the more the merrier.’

Is there anything in it for the men?
‘If they have proven their strength by the end of the
year, we’ll give them a present of a pole-dancing act.
Two of our board members do pole ﬁtness and they
are pretty good. So they can teach the rest. But we’ll
have to agree among ourselves exactly how we are going to do it.’ LvdN
SStrong men can sign up with swu.thymos@wur.nl
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>> CULT

Fata ‘el Moustache’ Morgana

Pop all around town
The Dutch pop music tour Popronde is just like tapas. Once you have enjoyed such a diverse range of musical styles in just one evening, it takes
less courage to sample something exotic once in a while.
Thirty up-and-coming bands of all descriptions will be playing on 6 October at 16 locations around Wageningen city centre. So it will be even
busier than it is on a normal Thursday evening, with groups roaming
from one café to another. At eight o’clock, Fata ‘el Moustache’ Morgana
will launch the evening at De Zaaier café. From 12 midnight, the afterparty will get off the ground in Het Gat, with all sorts of danceable indie
and electro. ‘We really looked for bands that were innovative in terms
of quality, not just the ones with the catchiest hit numbers’, says organizer Mart Schellekens. So it should be a great evening for anyone looking
for the big new sound. What is Schellekens himself going to see? First
LUIK, with their dreamy abstract pop laced with morbid texts. Then the
Dutch-language Staatseinde, who sing pop ‘in a very strange way’. And
lastly, Are you a lion, a band which manages to serve up classic rock in
RR
modern packaging.
More information (in Dutch): popronde.nl/steden/wageningen.

>> THE WORKS
RESEARCHING
ORANGES
IN ADELAIDE
Who? Hein Kieﬀer (fourth year BSc student
of Innovation and Management, VHL)
What? Research on organic prevention
of fungus in oranges
Where? Adelaide, Australia
Why? To improve the shelf life of citrus fruit
‘I have been doing an internship at SARDI, an Australian government
research institute. SARDI stands for South Australian Research and
Development Institute. They study all sorts of things there, from meteorology to food. I did a project on oranges. Australia exports a lot of oranges, mainly to America and Japan. The Japanese have high quality criteria, but the problem is that oranges can get infected with a fungus. I did
research on the extent to which salt, heat and essential oils affect this
fungus. After six month of research I think I prefer the food innovation
side of my studies to the research side. I like to ﬁnish off a research and
move on to a new project, rather than to have to study the same thing
for years.
They say Australians are very laidback and relaxed. That is true. I had a
landlord who was really very laidback and had a barbecue every night,
even when it rained. When I went to Australia for my studies, I thought I
wanted to go and live there. Or America. But once I was there I met people from Malaysia, Thailand and China. That has given me an interest
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in Asia. Malaysia, for example, is well ahead when it comes to knowledge, universities and research facilities. At Van Hall Larenstein we
learn a lot about European food, but the food in China is completely
different. The idea of working there appeals to me. A different type of
food requires different technologies, including food technologies. Australia is not known for its culinary ﬂair. But Adelaide does have a traditional dish. Which is appalling! It is a pea soup with a sort of pie in it
called a ‘ﬂoater’. The pie is put in the soup upside down and served
after ﬁve minutes. So then you have a totally soggy pie, really dreadful.
And then they serve it with ketchup!’ Emma Holmes
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PAN <<
Tour de Wageningen
As the saying goes, what you lose on the swings, you gain
on the roundabouts. Last weekend I wasted two free tickets for Walibi but spend a happy sunny Saturday in the
Tour de Wageningen.
Actually, I came close to missing the tour: The meeting
time was at 9.30, but I didn’t get up till 9.15. You know, after another hectic week, a morning lie-in is my cup of tea.
Thanks to my last-minute packaging ability, I rushed to
the rendezvous on time.
The excursion was organized by RUW, Rural Wageningen
Foundation. Four pretty Dutch girls assumed the role of
tour guide and ﬁfteen students from Vietnam, Spain, China and Tatarstan participated in the tour. Unlike the ESN’s
City Tour in the AID days, RUW’s tour was focused on the
surroundings of Wageningen. Similar to Tour de France,
we had to cycle to different stops such as Binnenveld, Nederrijn and Arboretum. At each place organizers introduced
us to some geography- and agriculture-related knowledge.
On top of that, they had prepared a question for each stop.
Do you know when Wageningen University was established? Or do you know when the ﬁrst Elfstedentocht
(Eleven Cities Tour, an ice skating event in the north of the
Netherlands) was? If you think this difﬁcult quiz is a piece
of cake, congratulations: you could have won the yellow
jersey in this tour. It was a pity that I wore the jersey for zero seconds as my wild guess was just too wild to be true,
but I still enjoyed the game because I gained knowledge
and fun.
After a bicycle tour of almost 20 km, we went back to LA 13
for a rest. Lying on the lawn, sipping a cup of juice, taking
a delightful sunbath, I couldn’t ﬁnd a better way to enjoy
this Saturday afternoon. What’s more, after the Tour de
Wageningen, I only realized how little I knew about this
small village. Familiarity breeds contempt? Take a bike,
go a bit further, more surprise and fun is being waited to
Pan Deli
be discovered.

oﬀ the top of his head, when he
went oﬀ to give a lecture he always
said in the lab that he was going
down the salt mine. That shows
that he took teaching seriously. Exstudents still vividly remember
their oral examinations with Professor Kampelmacher. They would
await their turn nervously in the
corridor. Many heard loud outbursts from Kampelmacher when
he disagreed with an answer –
which only made them more nervous.

Prof. E. H. (Dan) Kampelmacher
On Thursday 12 September 2011,
Professor Kampelmacher passed
away at the venerable age of 91
years. Although he reached a
grand old age, these are sad days
for his friends and family. His
death is and will remain a loss.
Professor Kampelmacher was small
in stature but not when it came to
action. That dates back to the age
of 18 when he made a conscious
decision to ﬂee Nazi-occupied Vienna after the persecution of Jews
had begun. He and a friend travelled to the Dutch border, where
they found that refugees were not
very welcome. The young Kampelmacher stayed at a series of addresses throughout the war. Towards the end of the war he took
private lessons in zoology and as
soon as the war ended he started
studying for a degree in veterinary
science. He was soon launched on
a brilliant career at the National
Institute for Public Health (RIV).
He went from a position as vet and
bacteriologist to being academic
director and then deputy director
of what became the National Institute for Public Health and Environmental Hygiene. In September
1971 he was appointed extraordinary professor of Food Microbiology at the Agricultural College (now
Wageningen University). This was
then a minimally staﬀed laboratory
where research was done together
with the RIV on topics including
Salmonella and radiation in food.
Professor Kampelmacher’s lectures were laced with lively anecdotes which made it easier to remember the lesson. Although he
seemed to produce these stories

Professor Kampelmacher was a big
name in Food Microbiology, and in
Veterinary Science as well. He published numerous scientiﬁc articles, but it is nice to know that he
sometimes poked fun at science
too. For example, the article he published in the Dutch Journal of Veterinary Science describing a cure
for ‘Swetsitus’, a condition which
he claimed aﬄicted some scientists. He was chairman of the Royal
Dutch Society for Veterinary Sciences until six years after he retired.
Professor Kampelmacher stayed in
touch with our laboratory right up
to the end of his life and he was
looking forward to joining us for
our 40th anniversary celebrations
in October 2011. Sadly, that is something he will not see. With his
extensive and detailed knowledge,
including in the ﬁelds of art, music
and literature, he has taught many
people in many ways, through his
speeches, courses, lectures and
scientiﬁc publications.
They will miss above all his erudite
contributions to meetings and conferences. But Professor Kampelmacher lives on, not least through the
culture media he helped develop,
which are still used in food microbiology to identify Salmonella.
Our thoughts are with Professor
Kampelmacher’s family and his
many friends at this sad time.
On behalf of the Food Microbiology
chair group,
Marcel Zwietering, Frans Rombouts
en Rijkelt Beumer
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announcements
Announcements for and by students and staﬀ. Send no more than
75 words to resource@wur.nl, with
‘Announcement’ as subject, on the
Thursday before publication.
ISOW course Tai chi?
ISOW has found a dedicated teacher who has been taught by a
master in Tai chi. We want to know
from YOU if you are interested in a
course to experience an oasis of
relaxation after a busy, stressed
day at the university? Let us know
by sending an email to isow@wur.nl
Vacancies at Sound of Science
Big Band Sound of Science is looking for extra musicians! This Wageningen UR big band is headed by
conductor Guus Tangelder and
plays swinging jazz, blues, funk
and Latin. We are currently looking
for a guitarist (electric), 1st/2nd
trombonist and a double bass player. We rehearse Tuesdays from
17.30h in Gaia.

agenda
1 to 5 October (except Monday)

HOW I ENDED THIS SUMMER
A ﬁlm with impressive images in a
breathtaking landscape in a far
corner of Russia’s arctic tundra.
The ﬁlm focuses on two men who
work at a remote meteorological
station. The ﬁlm was awarded
three Silver Bears in Berlin.
19.30h (Sat), 20.30h (Sun, Tues,
Wed), LA13
WWW.MOVIE-W.NL/

Saturday 1 October

SHOUT OCTOBERFEST
Only one day into October 2011
and SHOUT will already throw a
true Octoberfest!! Half-pint beer
jugs can be purchased from the bar
and various après-ski classics will
ﬁnd their way onto our normal
dance, rock, Latin and disco set
list. Entrance is free as always. Bis
spass!! 22.00-04.00h, De Wilde
Wereld, Wageningen
WWW.SHOUTWAGENINGEN.NL

WWW.SOUNDOFSCIENCE.NL

Monday 3 October to 8 October

Register for the Youth Food Movement Academy 2012
Are you also trying to make changes in the world of food? The Youth
Food Movement aims to get students and young professionals
thinking about how food is being
produced and consumed, both now
and in the future.
There will be an interactive programme in which you are taken to
the places where our food is grown
and processed. You will have a
chance to talk to leading opinion
makers and policy makers in various ﬁelds. The YFM Academy takes
six months and consists of seven
theme days and a study trip.
http://youthfoodmovement.nl/

A diﬀerent regional organic product is available for people to try
every day from Monday 3 October.
Most of the products were grown
at De Hoge Born and prepared in
their own kitchens.
The De Hoge Born farm shop is
open from Monday to Friday from
12.30 to 17.00h and on Saturday
from 10.30 to 14.30h.
Bornsesteeg 87, Wageningen

3 October – February 2012

DUTCH AGRICULTURE IN THE
19TH CENTURY
The Ministry of Agriculture uses
the term ‘Golden Triangle’ to refer
to the successful collaboration
between agricultural research/education, businesses and government. This collaboration started in
the 19th century. In the ﬁrst half,
agriculture development was in
the hands of individuals: gentlemen farmers and clergy like Jan
Kops and the botany professor H.C.
van Hall, the founder of the Groningen agricultural college. The
mid-19th century saw the emergence of an organized agricultural
community centred on a number of
private organizations. The Dutch
state was still not involved in agricultural policy. A national agricultural policy mapped out by the national government only came about
in the ﬁnal quarter of the 19th century.
Monday to Friday, 9.00 to 17.00h,
Special Collections reading room,
Forum
HTTP://LIBRARY.WUR.NL/SPECCOL/

TASTE WEEK

WWW.HOGEBORN.NL

Sunday 2 October

CLEAN FLOOD PLAINS

Evaluate your degree at studiereviews.nl
Studiereviews.nl is an independent website where university students can evaluate their degree
course themselves. It lets students
share their experiences and make
better choices in what to study.
Studiereviews.nl is aimed at both
students and faculties.

The ﬂood plains are a lovely area
but unfortunately there is rather a
lot of litter. Walking is always fun,
and it is even more enjoyable to go
on a walk with others while making your own environment cleaner and more attractive into the
bargain!
The walk may be postponed if the
weather is bad. Send an e-mail to
info@sharewageningen.org if you
want to know whether the event
will take place.
We meet at Arion, Niemeijerstraat
6, Wageningen at 13.50h.

WWW.STUDIEREVIEWS.NL/INFORMATIE

WWW.SHAREWAGENINGEN.ORG.
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Wednesday 5 October

STUDENT EARTH DRILLING
CHAMPIONSHIP 2011
It is a tradition for study association Pyrus to hold this unique annual event with anything up to 350
visitors. Anyone who has ever taken part will never forget how intensely soil, water and atmosphere
can converge during this championship. This year’s theme is ‘Mudness’. Are you passionate about
soil, do you have an urge to drill, a
competitive nature and a desire for
fun? If so, you can register with a
team of 4-6 people. There will be a
party afterwards in De Bunker.
17.30h, Bietenveld, Haarweg
WWW.PYRUSBWA.NL

such as Twitter, Facebook and YouTube among others organize interaction with their individual users,
regulate their activities and `shape’ their collective existence touching the heart of individuals`selfdetermination and political identity’.
20.00 hrs., LA13
WWW.STUDIUMGENERALE.WUR.NL/

Wednesday 5 October

TALK: ‘OUR FOOD - THE TRUE
STORY BEHIND DUTCH MEALS’
Mac van Dinther is a journalist and
author. His talk will be all about
making choices. Choices that determine whether ‘good food’ and
‘better mood’ can go together. He
will compare two alternatives: conventional and organic.
20.30h, bblthk, Stationsstraat 2
Wageningen
WWW.BBLTHK.NL

Saturday 8 October

BOERENGROEP EXCURSION TO
HEMMEN
Join us on a regional bike tour with
farm visits! We leave by bike from
the Boerengroep building, from
where we cycle across the river
Rhine to the Betuwe area. We will
visit three organic farms: a dairy
farm, an arable farm, and a vegetable farm. After that we have lunch
at a local restaurant and organic
supermarket De Smidse, where you
can eat your own lunch and buy
some local products. Register by email: st.boerengroep@wur.nl
8.30 a.m., LA13, Wageningen
WWW.BOERENGROEP.NL

Monday 10 October

THYMOS: OUTDOOR LASERGAME
EXPERIENCE
Register quickly - there are only 22
places. It costs €18 if you have
sports rights. 18.00 to 21.30h.
WWW.SWUTHYMOS.NET

Wednesday 5 October

GENERAL STUDIES TALK:
‘INTERNET AND IDENTITY:
IPHONE-IPOD - I AM’
How do social media platforms
shape political identity and participation of those who use them?
Mirko Tobias Schaefer (New Media
& Digital Culture, Utrecht University) explores how commercial and
non-proﬁt web platform providers
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Wageningen UR zoekt:
Medewerker Roostering
Wageningen University, Wageningen
Vacaturenummer: 0009-5

Onderzoeker Biobased Plastics
Food & Biobased Research, Wageningen
Vacaturenummer: AFSG-BBP-0004

3 PhD’s Physical Chemistry & Colloid Science
Wageningen University, Wageningen
Vacaturenummer: AFSG-PCC-0011

Replacing lactose in calf milk replacers by processed plant
polysaccharides
Wageningen University, Wageningen
Vacaturenummer: ASG-DW-ANU-0005

Assistant Professor in Animal Production Systems
Wageningen University, Wageningen
Vacaturenummer: ASG-DW-APS-0000

HR-adviseur
ASG (Staffuncties), Lelystad
Vacaturenummer: ASG-HR-0000

Projectleider nieuw museum
Wageningen University, Wageningen
Vacaturenummer: ESG ISR-0006

125
YEA RS

Technisch (applicatie) beheerder
Wageningen UR, Wageningen
Vacaturenumer: FB-0017

Prefer an English

RESOURCE?

PhD Microbiologist, Microbial Ecologist
Wageningen University, Wageningen
Vacaturenummer: PSG-FYTO-0007

Medewerker Computer Innovaties Onderwijs CIO
Hogeschool Van Hall Larenstein, Velp
Vacaturenummer: VHL LWM0001

Resource magazine is now available in both Dutch and English. Resource is
still working on the right distribution of the Dutch and English editions.
Subscribers, secretariats, reception desks, postal workers and students at
student residences are asked to report any change in the edition required to
the Resource secretariat: thea.kuijpers@wur.nl
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>>TYPICAL DUTCH

Extreme sushi
I used to think that only Japanese eat raw ﬁsh, so I was really surprised when I found that Dutch
people also do so. The Dutch not only eat salted herring (zoute haring) occasionally, but they are
really proud of it as the traditional food which symbolizes the sailor culture of the nation’s past.
Sometimes salted herring is also referred to as Hollandse nieuwe.

Salted herring is a raw herring that has been cleaned, had its head removed, and been salted to
preserve the ﬁsh and kill the bacteria. The taste is chewy and a little bit salty, which gives the sensation and smell of fresh ﬁsh in your mouth.
You can easily ﬁnd salted herring in the ﬁsh stalls at any market. The price is quite reasonable for
students. One portion of salted herring only costs you 1.5 to 2 euros, including the optional onions. For a ﬁrst try, I suggest that you ask for extra onions to take care of the fresh ﬁsh odour and
help you cope with the uneasy feeling of raw ﬂesh in your mouth.
The main difference between Japanese sushi and Dutch salted herring is the eating style. Sushi is
mainly small ﬁsh ﬁllets, eaten with well-cooked rice, ketchup, and wasabi; almost no raw taste is
left when you eat it. But salted herring is more extreme; it is eaten as raw ﬁllet, with or without onions. If that’s not extreme enough for you, just eat the whole ﬁsh directly in the traditional way;
hold the tail, tilt your head back, and slide the whole ﬁsh down your throat in one go. Now that’s
what I call extreme, and it tastes even better! Oh, and don’t forget to make sure the head is removed so you don’t choke. Sacha Amaruzaman, Indonesian MSc student of Environmental Science
Do you have a nice anecdote about your experience of going Dutch? Send it in! Describe an encounter
with Dutch culture in detail and comment on it brieﬂy. 300 words max. Send it to resource@wur.nl
and earn ﬁfty euro and Dutch candy.

Hold the tail,
tilt your head back,
and slide the whole ﬁsh
down your throat in one go

